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Abstract

Empirical studies report a gap between theoretical concepts of management accounting and the actual practice in organizations. Specifically, there is a virtual absence of literature on the individual factors that drive or hinder the adoption of sophisticated management accounting concepts. In this paper, we analyze drivers and inhibitors of management accounting change from a managerial perspective. Our research model is an adoption of the theory of planned behavior and reasoned action (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980: Understanding Attitudes and Predicting Social Behavior. Prentice Hall: Englewood Cliffs, NY). Based on survey data of 161 banks in German-speaking countries, we show that management accounting change is driven by board expectations, transparency, and profitability. IT capabilities and behavioral control enable change. Only organizational change impedes the adoption of sophisticated methods. The factors costs and staff do not have a significant impact on manager’s attitude. Moreover, in a group analysis, we analyze if the importance of drivers and barriers differs between banks with a focus on sophisticated financial measures compared to banks with a focus on a broad set of non-financial measures. We find that banks which manage by means of financial measures are more profitability driven by board and managerial encouragement. Banks using non-financial measures tend to increase transparency but struggle with organizational change.
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1 Introduction

Performance measurement in banking has undergone a tremendous change in the last two decades: in the 1990s there was greater awareness of the need for more adequate risk-return measurement (Kimball, 1997). In addition, banks were faced with the challenge of implementing “innovative” performance measures based on economic profit instead of accounting earnings. The ultimate objective was to take risk-adequate opportunity costs of equity into account (Kimball, 1998). However, banks refused to adopt these innovative measures (see e.g. for German-speaking countries in year 2000 Grimmer, 2003). Specifically, several studies showed there is a gap between theory and practice in applying financial methods (e.g. Graham and Harvey, 2001; Mao, 1970). This confirms that the adaptation of management accounting methods is not always rational and that management accounting has to be recognized as organizational rules and routines whose design depends on change processes (Burns and Scapens, 2000).

This paper addresses the question of which factors drive banks to or hinder them from adopting sophisticated performance measures. As outlined by Cobb et al. (1995), managers in charge of management accounting play a critical role when evaluating changes:

As catalysts they initiated the change process, but without their leadership role the change process may have faltered in the face of the barriers. (Cobb et al., 1995, p. 172)

We therefore explicitly analyze drivers of and barriers to management accounting change from a managerial perspective. Specifically, we aim to analyze the impact of
drivers and barriers on the attitude of managers and their willingness to adopt sophisticated accounting methods. Thus, our first research question is:

*What is the impact of drivers and barriers on a manager’s intention to use sophisticated methods in management accounting?*

Previous studies have differentiated between the adoption of financial and non-financial measures in management accounting (e.g. Hussain and Hoque, 2002; Vaivio, 1999). While they examine factors affecting non-financial measures change, we find a lack of studies which compare the impact factors of the adoption of financial and non-financial measures. Therefore in this paper we address our second research question:

*How does the impact of drivers and barriers on a manager’s intention to use sophisticated methods in management accounting differ between banks which focus on sophisticated financial or non-financial measures?*

The research questions are analyzed using structural equation modeling based on survey data from the banking industry. Based on 161 responses from banks in German-speaking countries¹, we are able to make five contributions:

1. Board expectations, transparency, profitability, agency problems, data quality, IT application support, and personal incentives positively influence managers’ attitudes towards the adoption of sophisticated methods (drivers).

2. Organizational change negatively impacts managers’ attitudes towards the adoption of sophisticated methods (barriers).

---

¹ In our paper we use “German” to refer to the German-speaking countries of Germany, Austria and (part of) Switzerland.
3. Managers’, attitudes towards the adoption of sophisticated methods, managers’, behavioral control, and environmental factors have a significant impact on the intention to adopt sophisticated methods.

4. Profitability, board expectations, and personal incentives have a greater positive impact for those adopting stronger sophisticated financial accounting measures.

5. Transparency has a greater positive, and organizational change a greater negative impact for those adopting stronger sophisticated non-financial measures.

The remainder of our paper is structured as follows: the next section reviews related literature and develops our hypotheses as well as our research model. After that we discuss our data collection and our measurement methodology. The fourth section reports our descriptive results, PLS analyses, and the robustness checks of our findings. In section five we discuss our results. Our paper concludes with a summary and suggestions for further research.

2 Literature review and hypotheses development

2.1 Previous research on management accounting change

Since Hopwood (1987) asked for further research into accounting change there have been several studies which analyze aspects of management accounting change. Libby and Waterhouse (1996) detected that little is known about the forces which induce or act to impede management accounting systems change. Atkinson et al. (1997) saw one extremely fertile area for research in a systematic inquiry into facilitators and barriers.
Yakhou and Dorweiler (1995) recommended further research into why some companies are slower than others in adopting management accounting innovations.

One of the first evidence-based studies was published by Innes and Mitchell (1990), who identified in seven case studies, factors which cause management accounting change. In these findings Cobb et al. (1995) missed the consideration of barriers-factors which hinder or prevent change and therefore developed an accounting change model based on a case study of a bank. Overall the processes of change are forced by a combination of random, systematic and internal factors (Burns and Scapens, 2000).

In our study we test drivers and barriers that influence management accounting change. We focus on a single industry, due to the fact that a single industry analysis has substantially higher internal validity than a cross-sectional analysis (Ittner et al., 2003). We selected the banking industry because Ittner et al. (2003) argued that financial services firms are actively discussing their choice of performance measures and value drivers. Although banks have developed better measures for dealing with risks than other industries (Beasley et al., 2005). Williams and Seaman (2001) found that the determinants of management accounting change cannot be generalized from the manufacturing and industrial sectors to the service sector. Also Al-Omiri and Drury (2007) reported that the financial services sector differs from other industries significantly. Because Helliar et al. (2002) found that development in banks’ profitability reporting systems was different from that in other industries, we have to discuss which factors mentioned in previous research into other industries are relevant for the banking industry. There are some earlier studies about management accounting design which also focused on the banking industry (e.g. Cobb et al., 1995; Grimmer, 2003; Helliar et al., 2002; Hussain and Hoque, 2002; Ittner et al., 2003). Luther and
Longden (2001) showed that motives for management accounting change can differ from country to country. To avoid national bias, we focus our study on a specific language area.

2.2 Intention to change

Our research model is based on the intention to change management accounting as a dependent variable. In the change literature we find different approaches to the analysis of dependent variables: one possibility is to examine the factors of some specific changes implemented, which is often done in case study research (e.g. Cobb et al., 1995; Helliar et al., 2002; Hussain and Hoque, 2002; Innes and Mitchell, 1990; Waweru et al., 2004). An alternative approach is to use the number of changes during a specific time period (developed by Libby and Waterhouse, 1996; adopted by Williams and Seaman, 2001; Williams and Seaman, 2002). However, these approaches are limited as they do not reflect how the decision process that led to change was shaped. Thus, we take a closer look at the antecedents of decision processes that do or may not entail changes. As mentioned above, we want to analyze drivers of and barriers to management accounting change from a managerial perspective to take account of the critical role of leaders in change process (Cobb et al., 1995). Therefore, we aim to analyze the impact of drivers and barriers on the attitude of managers and their willingness to adopt sophisticated accounting methods. The theory of reasoned action suggests that a person's behavior is determined by his/her intention to perform a specific behavior and that this intention is, in turn, a function of his/her attitude towards that behavior and his/her subjective norm (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980). The best predictor of actual behavior is intention. Intention is the cognitive representation of a person's
readiness to perform a given behavior, and it is considered to be the immediate antecedent of behavior.

The individual's attitude towards management accounting change plays a major role in the analysis of the drivers of and barriers to change. Even if the attitude does not directly necessitate the outcome, it has great impact on the behavior of the individual during the decision making process (Ajzen, 1996). Therefore, a closer look at the antecedents of attitude is needed. Only if the antecedents of attitude are analyzed in greater detail is further research on the decision process from a behavioral perspective feasible in order to understand the final decision for/against management accounting change. We also find this approach in research into IS change: Nicolaou et al. (1995) use the respondent manager’s intention to change a system as a dependent variable.

2.3 Research model

Based on the theory of reasoned action, we analyze management accounting literature to identify factors that influence attitude and intention. In the following we discuss these factors and explain how they have impact on the attitude and/or intention of management accounting change.

2.3.1 Staff

Using case studies, previous research has identified accounting staff as a facilitator which influences the potential for accounting change (Cobb et al., 1995; Innes and Mitchell, 1990). In field studies (e.g. Laitinen, 2001; Luther and Longden, 2001) the role of accounting staff was tested as a factor determining accounting change. While Luther and Longden found a significantly positive influence in countries with less developed management accounting, Laitinen showed that some companies appreciate
that the lack of availability of staff is a deceleration factor, but that management accounting change cannot be avoided because of this.

The availability of staff as a determining factor in management accounting change can be referred to as a resource based view (Barney, 1991):

\[
\text{Hypothesis 1: The greater the availability of qualified staff, the more positive the attitude to improving management accounting.}
\]

2.3.2 Cost

The manager’s decision to improve a system depends not only on the benefits but also on the cost of innovation (Nicolaou et al., 1995). Yakhou and Dorweiler (1995) identified implementation cost and cost of operating as a barrier to the adoption of new accounting techniques. Laitinen (2001) also identified a group of companies with simultaneous low management accounting change budgets and an extreme unwillingness to change. Because an accounting change can be rejected if it is too costly, we test the following hypothesis:

\[
\text{Hypothesis 2: The lower the expected costs of the change, the more positive the attitude to improving management accounting.}
\]

2.3.3 Transparency

Williams and Seaman (2002) defined the providing of information for managerial decision making and evaluation as one of three fundamental elements of management accounting. This shows that management accounting helps to convey information to the top management and to enhance transparency in decision making.

In the financial services sector a higher percentage of indirect costs arises than in other industries (Al-Omiri and Drury, 2007), which indicates that the cost structure of banks
is less transparent. In different analyses Al-Omri and Drury (2007) found a relation between a higher percentage of indirect costs and more sophisticated costing systems. Laitinen (2001) also found that a ‘need for intensifying financial control’ is an acceleration factor for change-oriented companies, where management accounting change happens quickly. In a case study, Tuomela (2005) found that the company studied introduced a new performance measurement system to address all key success factors. Williams and Seaman (2002) found that management accounting change brings about an increase in perceived management-relevant information.

The general conclusion to be deduced from this evidence is that it shows that management accounting change can exist alongside an increase in transparency.

Following this we adopt the following hypothesis:

_Hypothesis 3: The better the chance of increased transparency, the more positive the attitude towards improving management accounting._

### 2.3.4 Profitability

Another fundamental element of management accounting is the intention to enhance an organization’s outcomes at the operating level (Williams and Seaman, 2002). But the evidence of earlier studies analyzing a possible relationship between accounting choice and performance is mixed (Ittner and Larcker, 2001).

Earlier empirical papers tested or identified the request for better financial performance as an acceleration factor for management accounting change. Innes and Mitchell (1990) mentioned poor financial performance as a catalyst, where accounting change can lead to remedial action. The need for the improvement in profitability was identified by Laitinen (2001) as an acceleration factor for change-oriented companies. This group
comprises larger companies with a high level of competition and non-customized products. Furthermore, Tuomela (2005) found that the goal of profitable growth leads to the adoption of new non-financial measures (i.e. measures relating to employees and customers) because employees and customers are instrumental in creating shareholder value. Waweru et al. (2004) present evidence that companies with decreasing financial performance are more likely to change their management accounting practices. We summarize the goal of enhancing profitability in the following hypothesis:

\[ \text{Hypothesis 4: The better the chance of enhancing profitability, the more positive the attitude towards improving management accounting.} \]

2.3.5 Board expectations

Previous studies have shown that individuals like board members and chief financial officers can influence accounting change. Cobb et al. (1995) and Luther and Longden (2001) explicitly stated that changing such individuals was a significant change factor. A change in the information needs of the management or a change in leaders was identified by Laitinen (2001) as an acceleration factor for companies, which can effect management accounting change quickly. The dissatisfaction of top management with existing accounting information was identified by Innes and Mitchell (1990) as a spur to change.

Following the accounting change model of Cobb et al. (1995) individuals of the top management play a dual role in the change process. On the one hand leaders are catalysts which initiate management accounting change processes, what we summarize in the following hypothesis 5. On the other hand the top management’s leadership ability is necessary to overcome barriers (Cobb et al., 1995). This aspect will be revisited in hypothesis 12.
Hypothesis 5: The higher the expectations of the board, the more positive the attitude towards improving management accounting.

2.3.6 Personal incentives

Agency theory predicts that incentives can influence managers’ attitudes (e.g. Ewert and Wagenhofer, 2003). Cobb et al. (1995) described the leaders as facilitators and crucial factors in management accounting change. Their attitudes become important in the change process and influence other factors. Because of this we test for personal incentives for managers which would facilitate the accounting change:

Hypothesis 6: The stronger the personal incentives for the manager to improve management accounting, the more positive the attitude towards improving management accounting.

2.3.7 Agency problems

A broad strand of earlier research has discussed the question of whether agency conflicts influence (external) accounting choice (Fields et al., 2001). From the perspective of management accounting Holmstrom (1982) examined agency problems in the hierarchies of various organizations and noted that it was important to reduce such conflict in the choice of monitors. Maher (1987) identified the degree of information asymmetry as one factor affecting the choice of divisional accounting measures.

In our study agency problems can appear because the analyzed management accounting changes regard measures of business units. Consequentially, conflicts of interpreting these measures can occur between business units’ managers and management accountants. While business units’ managers can inform top management about great
business success management accountants can see deficits in economic profitability or that business units’ success does not fit with overall business goals. Therefore, the following hypothesis is tested:

*Hypothesis 7: The greater the awareness of agency problems, the more positive the attitude towards improving management accounting.*

2.3.8 **IT application support**

According to the resource-based view (Barney, 1991), companies can acquire competitive advantages through the use of unique, non-imitable resources. Several studies have shown that IT applications can be one of those resources (e.g. Barney et al., 2001; Barney, 2001; Bharadwaj, 2000; Tallon et al., 2000). In banking, IT applications are critical in supporting business processes (Helliar et al., 2002). Since almost all banking products are digitally handled using IT applications, these systems are valuable sources for management accounting.

In earlier research IT has been shown to cause management accounting change (e.g. Cobb et al., 1995; Helliar et al., 2002). Luther and Longden (2001) identified ‘advances in information technology’ applications as the factor with the highest value of all causes of management accounting change. Laitinen (2001) identified a group of ‘change-oriented companies’ which denoted a ‘good availability of the suitable new software’ as an important acceleration factor.

We hypothesize that better availability of IT applications has a positive impact on management accounting change.

*Hypothesis 8: The better the IT support, the more positive the attitude towards improving management accounting.*
2.3.9 Data quality

As outlined above, using IT applications is critical for bank management accounting. However, the technology or the software itself is worthless without appropriate data. If the business units do not provide sufficient data quality, the output of these systems cannot be used for effective managerial decisions. Bank management information systems maintain and produce the data used by banks to plan, evaluate, and diagnose financial information. In addition to internal usage, the data produced is reported to external stakeholders such as stockholders or financial authorities. Thus, the data has to be very accurate and fine-grained (Kaplan et al., 1998).

A study by Yakhou and Dorweiler (1995) identified missing data quality as a reason why management accounting innovations (advances) are not adopted. Helliar et al. (2002) argued that improved data quality leads banks to better analysis of costs, performance measurement and control. The need for data as a resource for management accounting leads us to the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 9: The better the data quality, the more positive the attitude towards improving management accounting.

2.3.10 Organizational change

Case studies have presented the reorganization of the organizational structure as a facilitator for management accounting change (Innes and Mitchell, 1990). These findings are confirmed by field research (Laitinen, 2001; Luther and Longden, 2001). In contrast to these findings Cobb et al. (1995) see that changed priorities hinder management accounting improvement. Because a changing organizational structure needs management capacities and is also followed by changed priorities, we see in these
changes a barrier to management accounting change. The existing management accounting system must be adapted to the new organizational form and an improvement of methods or technology is hindered.

Hypothesis 10: The less important an organizational change in the bank, the more positive the attitude towards improving management accounting.

2.3.11 Environment

Contingency theory specifies that a more complex environment demands more complex organizational structures, e.g. a greater number of divisions, sophisticated reporting systems (Lawrence and Lorsch, 1969). In their framework Burns and Scapens (2000) described how (major) external changes can cause revolutionary management accounting changes. There are a few studies that have suggested several environmental factors which drive management accounting change.

Some empirical evidence for a link between environmental and management accounting change was given by Yakhou and Dorweiler (1995). Al-Omari and Drury (2007) found support for a relationship between the intensity of the competitive environment and more sophisticated cost systems. Several studies identified competition and/or increased uncertainty in the economic environment as important causes of management accounting change (e.g. Helliar et al., 2002; Hussain and Hoque, 2002; Luther and Longden, 2001; Waweru et al., 2004). Additionally, in the study of Libby and Waterhouse (1996) the most frequently given reasons for management accounting changes related to competitive factors. The analyses showed that changes and competitive factors were positively but not significantly correlated. Similarly, Williams and Seaman (2001) found a significant, positive relation between competition factors and changes in the planning component of service organizations. A significant, positive
correlation between task uncertainty and the level of management accounting systems change was shown by Williams and Seaman (2002). In their case studies Cobb et al. (1995) and Innes and Mitchell (1990) recognized several changes in the external environment (e.g. globalization, lower operating costs for competitors) as motivators for management accounting change. Also Laitinen (2001) found that changes in the environment measured by ‘tightening of the competition’ and ‘expansion of the market’ are acceleration factors for change-oriented companies, where management accounting change happens quickly. We combine these findings in the following hypothesis:

**Hypothesis 11:** The higher the pressure of the environment, the stronger the intention to improve management accounting.

### 2.3.12 Behavioral control

Ajzen’s behavioral control addressed variation in a person’s ability to control their behavior (Ajzen, 1985, 1987, 1991). In other words, behavioral control measures a person’s perception of the ease or difficulty entailed by behaving in a certain way. It reflects aspects of the person, such as her or his level of efficacy, and aspects of the behavior, such as the necessity of obtaining the co-operation of others to accomplish it (Cordano and Frieze, 2000).

As mentioned above, leaders play a crucial role in management accounting change processes (Cobb et al., 1995). The leaders have to be convinced that the management accounting enhancement is advantageous and must involve themselves in the change. This engagement is needed to overcome potential barriers such as staff having a negative attitude to change (Cobb et al., 1995). The power of a strong individual personality of individuals can accelerate management accounting change (Burns and Scapens, 2000). Thus, we follow the theory of reasoned action by testing whether the
responsible manager for management accounting has the behavioral control to enforce the change.

Hypothesis 12: The better the appreciation of behavioral control, the stronger the intention to improve management accounting.

2.3.13 Attitude

According to the theory of reasoned action (Ajzen, 1985), attitude is an important contributor to the actual decision to change, when this is the intention of the manager. Several studies have shown that attitude is a reliable predictor of intention (e.g. Agarwal and Prasad, 1999; Cohen et al., 1994; Hartwick and Barki, 1994). Following Ajzen’s theory we therefore hypothesize:

Hypothesis 13: The more positive the attitude towards improving management accounting, the stronger the intention to improve management accounting.

Based on the literature review, we use for our study the research model presented in figure 1.

2.4 Financial vs. non-financial measures

When analyzing drivers of and barriers to management accounting change we have to ask if banks with different requirements respond differently to these factors. Earlier studies compared differences between change factors using case studies (e.g. Innes and Mitchell, 1990; Waweru et al., 2004) or field studies (e.g. Laitinen, 2001; Luther and Longden, 2001; Shields, 1995). While Luther and Longden (2001) looked for differences between countries, Laitinen (2001) and Shields (1995) used factor analysis to form groups of companies with similar change factors. Another method is to analyze
differences in changes due to differences in management accounting systems. Williams and Seaman (2001) presented differences in change factors due to differences in the components of management accounting (e.g. planning system, costing system). Some previous studies explicitly differentiated between the adoption of financial and non-financial measures in management accounting (e.g. Hussain and Hoque, 2002; Vaivio, 1999).

In this paper we analyze the role of the design of the existing management accounting systems. More precisely, we test whether drivers of and barriers to management accounting change differ between banks which make greater use of a broad set of non-financial measures and banks which are focused on sophisticated financial measures. The first group we name qualitative-measure banks (QM-banks), the second financial-measure banks (FM-banks). The differentiation is based on the use of non-financial measures dominating the use of sophisticated financial measures and vice versa (see section 4.1). We hypothesize the differences between the two groups for all factors in our model in table 1.

Moreover, we controlled for several distinctive characteristics if there were significant differences in change factors (see section 4.4).

3 Methodology and data collection

Our method follows Shields (1995) who suggested causal models to explain the causes of management accounting systems implementation and proposed structure equitation models for empirical testing. This type of methodology allows the cross-evaluation of the factors and the analysis of which factors have a significant influence. Earlier empirical studies used case studies (e.g. Cobb et al., 1995; Helliar et al., 2002; Innes and
Mitchell, 1990) or field studies with mean value analysis (e.g. Luther and Longden, 2001), factor analysis (e.g. Laitinen, 2001) or regressions (e.g. Al-Omiri and Drury, 2007; Beasley et al., 2005; Libby and Waterhouse, 1996; Williams and Seaman, 2001) to examine management accounting change. A similar context is analyzed by Nicolaou et al. (1995) who examined the relationship between a manager’s intention to enhance information systems and incremental costs as well as the benefits of this enhancement. They used a structure equation model for the analysis. We adapt this methodology because it allows us to focus on multiple measures as well as to analyze latent variables and it therefore provides more reliable measurement (Shields, 1995).

The data basis of this work is a written survey among all German, Austrian and Swiss banks with total assets of over one billion Euros (based on the end of 2005). Following this criterion we selected 636 banks (Germany: 499, Austria: 68, Switzerland: 69) and conducted the survey in fall 2006. The highest ranking managers responsible for company group financial controlling were asked to answer a total of 40 open and closed questions, some of which requested additional details. In the run-up to this survey the questionnaire was validated extensively in expert workshops and by pre-tests. Six weeks after the questionnaires were sent out each non-responsive bank was contacted by telephone. At the end of the survey phase, 161 completed questionnaires had been returned, which equals a response rate of 25.3 %.

Table 2 and table 3 show the characteristics of the banks in the sample versus the population. Comparing sample and population with Chi-square-test and one-sample-t-test (table 4), we find that German banks are overrepresented and Swiss banks are underrepresented in the sample. Furthermore, our sample includes a lower proportion of
private banks and a larger proportion of co-operative banks compared to the population. In terms of size our sample is representative for the population.

4 Analyses

4.1 Management accounting methods used

Financial goals are the most important overall business objectives for German banks (table 5). Today banks also use financial ratios to describe business units’ results (Grimmer, 2003). To compose these ratios several methods of calculating the components (earnings, operating costs, credit losses and cost of capital) are necessary. The use of different methods to calculate these components of the surveyed banks is presented in table 6. However we also asked for the usage of several non-financial measures because our results show that non-financial goals must not be disregarded as business objectives (table 5). We inquired about this usage for two moments: today and in five years.

The medians show that banks want to intensify the use of cash flow oriented revenues, operating costs measures, credit loss measures, costs of economic capital and most non-financial measures.

As described above we classified the banks as qualitative-measure banks (QM-banks) or financial-measure banks (FM-banks). For differentiation we used the methods presented and calculated scores for sophisticated non-financial as well as sophisticated financial measures. As sophisticated measures we defined all measures with a very strong significant difference in mean values ($p$-value<0.001). Following this selection we identified five financial measures and four non-financial measures (marked in table 6).
Because two credit loss measures matched our criteria, both were combined in one measure with 0.5-weights. The bank groups’ scores were calculated by adding up the using-intensity values of the four sophisticated non-financial measures and the resulting four sophisticated financial measures respectively.

On the basis of the scores we classified the banks in our sample as QM- or FM-banks. If the sum of the sophisticated financial measures was higher than the sum of the sophisticated non-financial measures we classified a bank as a FM-bank, otherwise as a QM-bank. These groups represent different configurations in the existing management accounting systems. In our group analysis we want to see if the factors driving management accounting change will differ between these two groups.

### 4.2 Structural model analysis

This section presents the results of the model test, including the test of the measurement model as well as the structural model. To describe the indicators of our model we present means and standard deviations in table 7 (appendix).

The research model is operationalized and transferred into a structural equation model (SEM) to be analyzed with the PLS approach (Chin, 1998; Wold, 1985). All PLS-calculations are carried out with PLS-Graph Version 3.0 Build 1126 (www.plsgraph.com). Settings are left to default, except the number of bootstrap samples which was increased to 500. PLS is particularly suitable if a more exploratory analysis close to the empirical data is preferred. As there is no strong theoretical foundation to the impact drivers and barriers have on the attitude and intention to change management accounting, an exploratory approach is most appropriate for this
research. Group differences are statistically analyzed using PLS multi-group analysis (Chin, 2000).

4.2.1 Measurement Model

Since only reflective indicators are used in this study, the quality of the measurement model is determined by (1) convergent validity, (2) construct reliability and (3) discriminant validity (Bagozzi, 1979; Bagozzi and Phillips, 1982; Churchill, 1979; Peter, 1981).

Convergent validity is analyzed by indicator reliability and construct reliability (Peter, 1981). Indicator reliability is examined by looking at the construct loadings. In the model tested, all loadings are significant at the 0.01 level and above the recommended 0.7 parameter value except two items that are marked in yellow in table 7 (significance tests were conducted using the bootstrap routine (Chin, 1998) with 500 re-samples). As outlined by Hulland (1999), newly developed constructs may have relatively low indicator loadings but should not be excluded as long as the loadings are above 0.4. As the two indicators have loadings above this threshold, the items have not been eliminated. Construct reliability is tested using two indices: (1) the composite reliability (CR) and (2) the average variance extracted (AVE). Estimated indices are above the threshold of 0.6 for CR (Bagozzi and Yi, 1988) and 0.5 for AVE (Chin, 1998) (see table 7).

Discriminant validity of the construct items can be analyzed by looking at the cross-loadings. They are obtained by correlating the component scores of each latent variable with both the corresponding blocks of indicators and all other items that are included in the model (Chin, 1998). As depicted in table 8, the loading of each indicator is higher for
the corresponding construct than for any other construct. In addition, it is confirmed that each construct loads highest with its own item. Therefore the indicators of different constructs are not related to each other and discriminant validity is shown.

4.2.2 Structural Model

The adequacy of indicators in the measurement model enables us to evaluate the explanatory power of the entire model as well as the predictive power of the independent variables. The explanatory power is examined by looking at the squared multiple correlations (R²) of the dependent variables. In an empirical example, Chin (1998) regards R²-values of 0.67 as substantial, 0.33 as moderate and 0.19 as weak. Figure 2 shows that all dependent variables are at least moderately explained by their independent variables and therefore pass critical examination.

Predictive power is tested by examining the magnitude of the standardized parameter estimates between constructs together with the corresponding t-values that indicate the level of significance. Six path coefficients do not exceed the recommended 0.2 level (Chin, 1998). In particular, boot-strapping revealed strong (at the 0.01 level) or moderate significance (at 0.05 level) of all independent variables except for know-how. Analysis of the overall effect size f² (Chin, 1998; Cohen, 2003) reveals (see appendix) that only know-how and IT support do not have at least a moderate effect on their dependent variables. Figure 2 depicts the findings graphically.

The results confirm 11 of our 13 hypotheses. It was only with regard to staff and costs that we could not find supporting evidence for significant impact of on a manager’s attitude in this model.
Our findings predict a strong relation between a manager’s attitude and intention. Significant impact on intention is also provided by behavioral control and environment. While the environment has only a weak influence on a manager’s intention, the impact of behavioral control is very strong.

The impact of drivers and barriers on a manager’s attitude is tested by several hypotheses. The driver which has the strongest influence on attitude is board expectations; a second important driver is transparency. The other significant drivers have nearly the same impact on attitude. We identified organizational change as a factor which hinders management accounting change by making a manager’s attitude less positive. As reported, cost was not a significant factor.

4.3 Group findings

As outlined earlier, we analyze differences for two groups: QM-banks and FM-banks. We use PLS multi-group analysis (Chin, 2000) to test the differences in paths between groups. Table 10 shows the results.

The results confirm significant differences in 5 of 13 constructs. Transparency as a driver for management accounting change is significantly more important in QM-banks. In FM-banks the more important drivers are profitability, board expectations and personal incentives. Furthermore, organizational change is a more important barrier in QM-banks. These findings confirm our hypothesis that there are differences in factors that drive management accounting change depending on the intensity of systems use. In both groups behavioral control has a similar significant impact on intention.
4.4 Robustness

In order to control for the influence of distinctive characteristics within the sample, bank size, bank type (state and saving banks, co-operative banks, and private banks) and country (German and non-German) are analyzed. The impact of bank size is modeled by including it as an independent variable of the two dependent variables, i.e. attitude and intention. The results revealed that the impact of bank size on attitude ($\beta=-0.04; \alpha=0.89$) and on intention ($\beta=0.05; \alpha=0.65$) are not significant.

The validity threat arising from bank type and country is analyzed by running bootstrap re-samplings of the various groups and treating the standard error estimates from each re-sampling in a parametric sense via t-tests (Chin, 2000). The results of these operations reveal that no differences are found according to bank type and country respectively.

4.5 Common method bias

To ensure that common methods bias is not a significant problem in our data, we control for the effects of an unmeasured latent method factor (Podsakoff et al., 2003). The average of squared regression coefficients of the unmeasured latent method factor is 0.02, whereas the average of squared regression coefficients of the individual constructs is 0.74. This analysis supports the conclusion that common methods bias did not impair our results.

5 Discussion

This study is focused on drivers and barriers with an impact on management accounting change. The factor with the highest impact on a manager’s attitude is board
expectations. The strong impact indicates that management accounting is an important tool for the executive board. Another important driver is transparency. The high loading signals that banks have not achieved sufficient transparency yet. It is interesting that profitability also drives management accounting change because management accounting does not directly affect profitability, in fact it merely enables banks to implement management decisions to improve profitability. Also agency problems have an impact on a manager’s attitude to management accounting change. This shows that there is still a long way to go for banks to solve agency problems between business units and overall business objectives. Data quality and IT application support have a similar impact on a manager’s attitude. That they drive management accounting change indicates both the high level of automation of management accounting and that there is still a need to automate management accounting across business units. In addition, our results predict a positive relation of personal incentives and a manager’s attitude. This finding confirms incentive theory and shows that banks should implement more personal incentives for bank management accountants. In contrast to the results above, a barrier to management accounting change is organizational change. The negative impact on a manager’s attitude shows that in the case of an organizational change banks apparently have to adjust their current methods to the changed organization and cannot simultaneously improve management accounting. Cost and staff are factors which do not significantly impact management accounting change. Contrary to our assumption, staff is not a factor which improves manager’s attitude, and, interestingly, neither is cost a barrier when banks seriously intend to improve their management accounting (mean score of 6 for intention - table 7).
Moreover, our results show the very strong impact of a manager’s attitude on his/her intention. This indicates that management accounting change is so urgent that the manager puts effort into implementing change. A manager’s intention is also strongly affected by his/her behavioral control. This finding is important because it reflects the need to collaborate with business unit leaders to improve management accounting change. Finally, a manager’s intention is influenced by environment. However, the weak impact of environment shows that management accounting change is more likely to be an internal decision.

In a group analysis we differentiate between banks which make greater use of a broad set of non-financial measures (QM-banks) and banks which are focused on sophisticated financial measures (FM-banks). Factors significantly differing between the two groups are transparency and organizational change (higher impact in QM-banks) as well as profitability, board expectations, and personal incentives (higher impact in FM-banks).

The difference in the factor of transparency between the two groups indicates that it is hard to measure and monitor qualitative factors and that even QM-banks lack transparency. In contrast, management by financial measures aims at profitability. Interestingly, profitability seems to be unimportant for QM-banks. In this group profitability is not a driver for management accounting change. Board expectations have an important impact on both groups. The difference between the two groups shows that the board is more focused on management by financial measures. Personal incentives are also important in FM-banks and do not affect a manager’s attitude in QM-banks. The result predicts that personal incentive schemes function in a financial measure system but not in a qualitative measure system. In QM-banks management accounting
change is more likely to fail when organizational change occurs, because the management’s attention seems to be distracted from accounting change to organizational change. Apparently, the banks have first to regulate financial measures and adjust qualitative measures later.

In both groups behavioral control has a high impact on change. This reflects that a manager’s support for implementation is critical for the change process. But while FM-banks are more strongly motivated to implement management accounting change by profitability in connection with strong support from top management and personal incentives, QM-banks want to increase transparency, e.g. in order to solve agency problems.

Our results are similar to some important assumptions of the accounting change model of Cobb et al. (1995). They identified leaders as a critical factor in overcoming barriers to management accounting change. We see an analogy in our finding that behavioral control has a high impact on a manager’s intention of managing accounting change. Furthermore, the strong impact of board expectations is equal to their assumption of the significant role of individuals as catalysts. Similar to this change model we present evidence for the impact of IT (measured by application support and data quality), environment and profitability on management accounting change. In contrast to the accounting change model (Cobb et al., 1995) we cannot confirm an impact of staff on a manager’s attitude to change. Moreover our findings support the criticism of Cobb et al. (1995) that previous models (e.g. Innes and Mitchell, 1990) did not include barriers. We identified organizational change as a barrier to management accounting change. There was no other significant barrier.
Further to the earlier literature, which presents differences in management accounting change factors between industries (e.g. Al-Omri and Drury, 2007) and countries (e.g. Beasley et al., 2005; Luther and Longden, 2001), we present a group analysis which indicates that change factors can vary within a country’s industry. We show that change factors can depend on the design of the existing management accounting systems. This is an improvement on the previous studies, which included changes to different management accounting systems but did not differentiate between basic levels of existing management accounting methods in the samples (e.g. Libby and Waterhouse, 1996).

6 Conclusion

In this paper we present an analysis of management accounting change in German, Austrian and Swiss banks. Based on survey results from 161 banks we test the impact of several hypotheses on managers’ intentions to implement management accounting change. Our research model is an adaptation of the theory of planned behavior and reasoned action (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980). As suggested by Shields (1995), we use a causal model to explain the causes of management accounting systems implementation and apply structure equation models for empirical testing.

We demonstrate that management accounting change is primarily driven by behavioral control and board expectations. Furthermore, we demonstrate a significant positive influence of transparency, profitability, personal incentives, environment, agency problems, data quality, and application support on the manager’s intention to adopt sophisticated management accounting methods. Our results also show that organizational change is the main barrier to accounting change. Our findings are similar
to some important assumptions of the accounting change model by Cobb et al. (1995). In contrast to former research, we introduce personal incentives and agency problems as drivers which did not play an important role in previous studies of management accounting change.

In a group analysis, we analyze whether the importance of drivers and barriers differs between banks with a focus on sophisticated financial measures (FM-banks) compared to banks with a focus on a broad set of non-financial measures (QM-banks). We present five factors that diverge significantly between both groups. In both settings behavioral control has a strong impact on a manager’s intentions. While in QM-banks transparency achievement is a more important driver, increased profitability is more important in FM-banks. Personal incentives and board expectations also have a higher impact on accounting change in FM-banks. When organizational change occurs an accounting change is more likely to be hindered in QM-banks. The results show that change factors can be heterogeneous within the industry and depend on the design of existing management accounting.

The results of this paper are of particular interest for practice because they identify critical factors for management accounting change processes in banks. Our results should help to design management accounting change processes in banks. The data reveal that all system improvements need strong support by top management and that managers should not initiate change processes when there are organizational changes upcoming.

Future studies should analyze further barriers that hinder management accounting change. Specifically, case study research on delayed or failed change processes could provide interesting insights. In addition, interactions between different factors impacting
on management accounting change, e.g. between board expectations and profitability, should be considered, as some of the drivers and barriers could decrease the effect of others on the intention for change. Finally, other group variables should be of interest in accounting for different context settings.
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Figure 1: Research model
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Reasoning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>The impact of staff on managers’ attitudes towards management accounting change is higher for QM-banks than FM-banks.</td>
<td>Management accounting staffs are usually experienced in applying financial methods. However, if it comes to non-financial measures, there is typically less knowledge available within the department. Thus, banks intending to improve non-financial methods need more experienced staff than those envisioning financial methods.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>The impact of cost on managers’ attitudes to management accounting change is more negative for QM-banks than FM-banks.</td>
<td>Normally an enhancement of financial methods is connected with a more detailed analysis of, e.g. customers’, costs’ or products’ data. The costs for this substantial sophistication are more expensive than the costs for the enhancement of non-financial measures, where data collecting processes are less complex. Because the implementation of financial methods is more expensive we expect that managers in FM-banks perceive costs as more serious barriers than managers in QM-banks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparency</td>
<td>The impact of transparency on managers’ attitudes towards management accounting change is higher for QM-banks than FM-banks.</td>
<td>Qualitative methods are usually harder to measure. Thus, it will be more important for non-financial banks to increase transparency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profitability</td>
<td>The impact of profitability on managers’ attitudes towards management accounting change is higher for FM- than QM-banks.</td>
<td>Banks which have to increase profitability concentrate more on financial measures. They want to solve their profitability problems with sophisticated financial methods.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Board expectations</td>
<td>The impact of expectations of the top management on managers’ attitudes towards management accounting change is higher for FM-banks than QM-banks.</td>
<td>When one asks for the overall business objective the most common answers are profit and profitability (Grimmer, 2003). Because financial goals dominate other objectives we think that top management’s pressure is stronger in order to enhance financial measures to reach business objectives better. These expectations of top management are the reason that financial measures dominate management accounting in FM-banks today. It is still important to enhance existing systems in these banks compared to QM-banks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal incentives</td>
<td>The impact of personal incentives on managers’ attitudes to management accounting change is higher for FM- than QM-banks.</td>
<td>In our opinion FM-banks have a more success-oriented culture. In addition to sophisticated financial measures, personal incentives are more common in these banks and have a higher impact on managers’ attitudes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agency problems</td>
<td>The impact of agency problems on managers’ attitudes towards management accounting change is greater for QM-banks than FM-banks.</td>
<td>Because sophisticated financial measures help to reduce agency problems (Rogerson, 1997) we hypothesize that banks where financial measures dominate management accounting have more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factor</td>
<td>Hypothesis</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM-banks.</td>
<td>appropriate incentive schemes. In contrast QM-banks lack incentive schemes and are more aware of agency problems as a driver for management accounting enhancement.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data quality</td>
<td>The impact of data quality on managers’ attitudes towards management accounting change is greater for QM-banks than FM-banks.</td>
<td>Data for financial measures is available because of external reporting and supervisory needs. In our opinion managers perceive data availability as high because all contract details are fixed and could be used for the calculation of financial measures. The data of non-financial measures is not usually easily available. A management accounting change process helps to generate this data. Thus data is perceived as a driver for non-financial measures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT application support</td>
<td>The impact of IT application support on managers’ attitudes towards management accounting change is higher for QM-banks than FM-banks.</td>
<td>IT applications play an important role in a lot of banking processes which are more often industrially designed. While IT applications are always important in financial measurement the importance of IT in creating non-financial measures is increasing. Because the industrial process design and new technology enable banks to generate a higher number of process performance indicators or to survey customer satisfaction more easily the perception of IT application as a driver for management accounting change is higher for QM-banks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational change</td>
<td>The impact of organizational change on managers’ attitudes towards management accounting change is more negative for QM-banks than FM-banks</td>
<td>Sophisticated financial measures are often generated from data filed in a data warehouse. In contrast non-financial measures are often generated from data collected in individual processes. We think that FM-banks can implement organizational change without substantial problems in the data warehouse while QM-banks have to adapt data collecting processes for their non-financial measures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>The impact of environment on managers’ intention towards management accounting change is greater for FM-banks than QM-banks.</td>
<td>One consequence of the highly competitive nature of the banking sector is strong pressure on margins (Helliar et al., 2002). We think that banks which experience greater pressure from the environment are more focused on financial methods.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral control</td>
<td>The impact of behavioral control on managers’ intention towards management accounting change is greater for QM-banks than FM-banks.</td>
<td>Following Cobb et al. (1995) a high level of behavioral control of the manager is necessary to achieve management accounting change. In our opinion managers in QM-banks need a higher level of behavioral control because other managers rarely think about non-financial measures and external accounting draws managers’ attention to financial measures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude</td>
<td>The impact of managers’ attitudes on managers’ intention towards management accounting change does not differ between QM- and FM-banks</td>
<td>In both groups managers have the positive attitude necessary to achieve management accounting change. We think that there is no difference between the change of financial and non-financial measures in either FM- or QM-banks.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>